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Trends of globalization remain anything but constant, as the neoliberal policies 

of privatization, structural adjustment, and increased capital mobility permeate nearly 

all of the world’s markets. However, a few noticeable changes in the class structure of 

the developed and industrialized nations show a great deal of convergence. Within the 

original OECD members of Western Europe,(Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, 

Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the UK) 

much of the low-skilled working class has been affected by rising unemployment and 

underemployment, as well as volatile wage levels since the mid-1970s.  Coinciding 

this decrease in job securities, immigration (both migration from other EU member 

states as well as from non-EU states), has increased to nearly 7% of the EU’s total 

population,1 fostering greater cultural heterogeneity. As the foreign-born population 

continues to constitute a growing segment of the EU, those within the low-skilled 

working class confront this movement with rising opposition towards immigration. 

Increased support for far right parties since the 1980s has resulted as a by-product of 

the effects of globalization mentioned above and further institutionalizes an “us vs. 

them” mentality between natives and immigrants. The negative effects of globalization 

for the low-skilled working class foster an “othering” process of the foreign and 

immigrant population, creating social fissures within the class.  

After defining key terms, this paper will propose a process where the negative 

effects of globalization, felt primarily by the low-skilled working class, coupled with 

increased immigration, contribute to increasing support for far right parties. This 

                                            
1 European Commission, “Demography Report 2011,” Eurostat (2011): 46.  
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increasing support then adds to the splintering of the class between natives and 

foreigners.  

Definitions 

Though defining “the state” is not central to the thesis of this paper, its role in 

relation to macroeconomic stability and labor market securities is. Therefore, its use 

here combines aspects of classical state definitions. In one aspect, the state seeks to 

protect the institutions that further support a relationship where society is dominated 

by capital.2 However, the state as represented in this paper deviates from the capitalist 

state in the idea that it derives political power from sufficient taxation on capital 

accumulation.3 Rather, the state receives its legitimacy from the hierarchical 

bureaucracy as articulated by Weber, and acts as a constant unit with unequivocal 

authority in terms of directing macroeconomic policy. While forces of globalization in 

many ways erode the power of the state, the stability of the state boundaries, as well 

as authority to implement policy, remains.4  

Effects of globalization: As outlined by Pierson (1995), globalization of the state 

is marked by the integration of international markets through a rigorous course of 

neoliberal economic policies. This policy course generally tends to increase 

unemployment and underemployment in the low-skilled working class, as well as 

decrease labor securities in the form of centralized wage bargaining and state-funded 

employment subsidiaries, such as education, in industrialized states.  Increased 

capital mobility in human, financial, and industrial form is also an attribute of 

globalization. While the mobility of traditional capital serves as an integral component 

                                            
2 Claus Offe, Contradictions of the Welfare State (Hutchinson, 1984), 120.  
3 Ibid. 
4 Max Weber, Essays in Sociology (New York: Oxford University Press, 1946), 200. 
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of market liberalization and globalization, labor market mobility, as well as 

immigration and migration from family reunification, sparks controversy for low-

skilled native workers when coupled with the above negative circumstances.  

For the intent and purpose of this paper, far right parties in Europe are those 

that stringently oppose immigration as well as seek to strengthen nationalistic 

platforms. Namely, far right parties typically support extreme xenophobia and “anti-

establishment positions,” or a desire for the protection of state sovereignty and strong 

national identity.5 (Please see the appendix for the electoral percentage rates of far 

right parties in the original OECD countries.) Likewise, center right parties that have 

shifted farther to the right in terms of immigration rhetoric, while not included within 

the data of this paper, will be analyzed as evidence of a general European shift towards 

the right as a reaction to the decline in labor market securities. Such parties include 

Nicolos Sarkozy’s center-right UNP as well as Silvio Berlusconi’s People of Freedom 

Party. An example policy stemming from a far right party includes the French National 

Front proposing a “national preference” welfare system, where “indigenous” French 

(those not of immigrant background) receive preferential welfare policy treatment.6 

Likewise, the British National Party currently calls for a policy that would offer generous 

monetary incentives to legal immigrants and foreign descendants to return to their 

states of origin permanently.7 

The next section of the paper will delve more thoroughly into the impact and 

consequences of globalization as felt by the low-skilled working class. 

                                            
5 Betz, Hans-Georg and Duane Swank, “Globalization, the Welfare State and Right-Wing 
Populism,” Socio-Economic Review  1(2003): 218. 
6 Sylvia Poggioli, “Anti-Immigrant Policy Boosts France’s Le Pen Again,” 
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6522463 (accessed December 3, 2011).  
7 British National Party, “Immigration,” http://www.bnp.org.uk/policies/immigration (accessed 
December 3, 2011). 
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Predominantly, low-skilled workers in advanced industrial states are more deeply 

affected by the negative aspects of globalization than the medium- and high-

skilled working class, as increased capital mobility allows firms to seek cheaper 

labor markets and lower restrictions abroad. 

Consequences of Globalization 

By far the most drastic change correlated with the increase in depth of 

globalization in the last three decades is the end of the priority the western European 

states placed on full employment.8 Unemployment for low-skilled workers in Western 

Europe has steadily risen from an incredibly low average of 1.5% in the 1960s to a 

substantially higher 7.2% as of 2010 (please see appendix unemployment table for full 

disclosure). Accordingly, trade, capital mobility, and immigration correlate with the 

decline of low-skilled worker’s wages and employment stability.9 The integration of 

markets, instigated in great part by the IMF as well as the World Bank, has left little 

options for most states but to implement and pursue neoliberal policies.10 The welfare 

state as established throughout much of Western Europe after World War II sought to 

remedy the market failures that were acutely felt during the Great Depression of the 

interwar period. Globalization, by encompassing neoliberal policies beginning in the 

mid-1970s, places external market pressures on the state itself, opening it to 

international competition that inevitably undermines the effectiveness of the welfare 

state’s social programs.11  Many economists argue that globalization pushes for 

greater technological advancements to increase productivity and efficiency, with the 

                                            
8 Walter Korpi, “Welfare State Regress in Western Europe: Politics, Insitutions, Globalization, and 
Europeanization,” Annual Review of Sociology 29(2003): 591. 
9 Betz and Swank, “Right-Wing Populism,” 220. 
10 Philipp Genschel, “globalization and the Welfare-State: A Retrospective,” Journal of European 
Public Policy 11:4 (2004): 614.  
11 Genschel, “Globalization and the Welfare-State,” 615.  
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assumption that this tends to result in a demand for higher-skilled (and more 

educated) workers, disqualifying the traditional manufacturing and industrial base of 

low-skilled workers.12 Likewise, this also tends to eliminate many service sector jobs 

via automation, whether in manufacturing, office work, or other industry sectors.  For 

the European states to no longer focus on full employment represents a significant 

retrenchment in an area traditionally counted as a cornerstone of the European welfare 

state.13 Furthermore, a shift towards neoliberal policies creates dramatic restraints for 

the state in terms of macroeconomic policy. Examples are described below. 

Increased capital mobility, a fundamental effect of globalization, reduces the 

state’s ability to actively pursue counter-cyclical policies in a number of ways, 

especially during an economic downturn. Globalization’s effect on capital mobility 

decreases the state’s ability to tax and bring in revenue to fund its expansive welfare 

state. This increase in capital mobility broadens the capabilities of capital owners to 

invest and buy public debt outside the traditional national market.14 By and large, 

capital owners have historically been wary of purchasing public debt for fear of 

increased national inflation. However, as cross-border capital mobility increased, 

capital owners were no longer restricted by national markets. Today, if one 

government seems to be fiscally risky, capital owners can invest in markets 

elsewhere.15 

In effect, globalization decreases the state’s ability to pursue its own 

macroeconomic policy. The integration of markets that create mobile capital (human 

and otherwise) further increase the state’s difficulties to subject capital to national 

                                            
12 Korpi, “Welfare-State Regress,” 603. 
13 Ibid, pp.586. 
14 Genschel, “Globalization and the Welfare-State,” 619. 
15 Ibid. 
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taxation.16 Capital owners can now move their capital abroad to avoid high taxes.17 

This results in states that can no longer adjust their tax burdens to compensate for 

welfare policy needs. To do so would result in capital flight abroad, where relatively 

low taxation encourages foreign capital investment. This, then, spurs a tax competition 

between states, further eroding their revenue base.18 Tax competition between the 

states as well as foreign investment has significant consequences for the welfare state. 

For one, the revenue basis shrinks, as governments can no longer turn a profit through 

fiscal policies. Thus, it becomes more and more difficult to fund social spending.19  At 

the same time, while governments struggle to increase and even support their social 

programs’ revenue base, low-skilled labor in industrialized states suffer from other 

effects of globalization; namely, outsourcing, lower wages, and increased 

unemployment.  

To account for this rise in employment insecurities and income inequality, it 

becomes necessary for states to increase social spending. All of this is a result from 

increased market integration and globalization, which increase labor instability.20 As 

capital becomes more mobile, firms have the option to not only invest in human capital 

abroad if domestic wages are higher, but firms can also hire domestic foreign workers 

in place of native workers.21  This increased competition for jobs ultimately results in 

lower wages, as workers are forced to either concede their wage-bargaining power or 

face unemployment.22  Likewise, in his argument Korpi (2003) shows that in areas 

where the unemployment level is high, wages tend to be lower than in areas where the 

                                            
16 Ibid, pp. 623. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Genschel, “Globalization and the Welfare-State,” 625. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid, pp. 626. 
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unemployment level is low.23 This reflects a market-driven supply and demand curve, 

where globalization expands the supply side in advanced industrialized states, with an 

increase in access to labor and international markets. However, this does not 

necessarily correspond to an increase in the demand side for low-skilled workers. 

Competing firms (both in the export and import industries), once exposed to market 

integration, have a constant need to increase efficiency and productivity, thus 

decreasing the demand for low-skilled workers in industrialized states.24  

Immigration and Migration Trends 

Immigration into the EU in the past two decades has substantially changed the 

more traditional perception of a homogenized European state society. Despite the 

nearly universal restrictions EU member states placed on immigration in the early 

1970s, a steady flow has continued through family reunification and political asylum.25 

In many instances, one of the greatest repercussions of the increased depth of 

globalization is migration.26 In 2009, the 27 EU member states hosted nearly 20 

million non-EU-nationals, with about five million non-nationals having acquired 

citizenship since 2001.27 By 2060, estimates foresee one-third of the EU population 

having at least one foreign-born parent, with an even larger percentage of the 

workforce representing foreign descent.28 With the EU population just surpassing 500 

million in 2010, four percent now are citizens of non-EU countries, with another 2.4 

percent citizens of other EU member states.29 As citizens of the EU continue the trend 

                                            
23 Korpi, “Welfare-State Regress,” 592. 
24 Genschel, “Globalization and the Welfare-State,” 626. 
25 Lydia Morris, “Globalization, Migration, and the Nation-State: the Path to a Post-national 
Europe?” British Journal of Sociology 48:2 (1997): 195. 
26 Ibid, pp.201. 
27 European Commission, “Demography Report 2011,” 3. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid, pp.46. 
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of an aging demographic, combined with birthrates below the 2.1 replacement rate, 

increasing migration and immigration, these corollary effects of increased 

globalization will continue to play an ever-increasing role not only in the politics of the 

state, but the identity and economics as well.  

 Typically, immigrants entering a host state are low-skilled workers, placing 

themselves in direct competition (or at least a perceived competition) for native jobs 

and securities. In general, populations aged 24-54 born outside the host country 

predominantly have lower education levels than the average in the native population, 

though proportions vary greatly between member states. Typically, Portugal, Italy, 

Spain, France and the UK attract immigrants with lower levels of education (40% or 

more of the incoming immigrants).  

Continued migration in the past few decades has helped spawn a resurgence in 

the perceived importance of cultural identity, national identity, defense of national 

interest and increased solidarity.30 Besides this perception, political rhetoric creates an 

“us vs. them” mentality that would ordinarily lie dormant until a shift occurred relative 

to social benefits and securities. Globalization has furthered this shift not only through 

the increased negative effects felt by the low-skilled working class, but also by a surge 

in labor market mobility and immigration, emphasizing the difference between cultures 

within the class.31  

In all, globalization increases external risk for the state, placing stress on the 

welfare state to implement redistributive social policy in terms of employment 

securities in the form of training programs and even pension plans. As markets 

                                            
30 Morris, “Globalization, Migration and the Nation-State,” 193. 
31 Ibid, pp.194. 
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become more integrated, low-skilled workers face a higher level of job uncertainty 

(both actual and perceived) as firms seek lower wage opportunities both abroad and 

domestically. The subsequent rise in unemployment and underemployment increases a 

public demand to bolster social spending. However, the mobility of capital further 

restricts the state’s ability to tax and increase its revenue base to support this social 

spending.32 Globalization puts pressure on the welfare state to meet higher demands 

from the public in terms of social policy while simultaneously reducing the financial 

means by which to supply this demand as a result of difficulties in sustaining revenue. 

The welfare state, in the end, may not be able to sustain its social spending and 

programs. Years of increased deficit spending has resulted in the current European 

debt crisis and subsequent austerity measures. These negative effects of globalization, 

which generally hit the low-skilled working class the hardest, have a corollary 

relationship with the rise in support for far-right parties in these same OECD states. In 

face of these adverse effects on the labor market, then, the question arises of why the 

state allows any immigration in the first place. The answer is both theoretical as well as 

pragmatic. If we are to assume the definition of Offe’s (1984) capitalist state as 

protecting the relationship of capital domination, then the state will encourage the 

cheapening of labor through labor market mobility simple as a means of furthering 

efficiency in production. As far as a pragmatic explanation, prior to the neoliberal shift 

of the early 1970s, war reconstruction needs combined with decolonization 

skyrocketed numbers of immigration. What has continued to the present time mainly 

consists of family reunification, and its allowance could be consistent with norm-based 

principles.  

                                            
32 Genschel, “Globalization and the Welfare-State,” 626. 
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The emergence of a system of nation-states signifies a push towards increasing 

cultural homogeneity. Throughout much of the 19th century, newly formed nation-

states embarked on a path towards nationalistic programs and customs to linguistically 

and culturally unify the entire territory. State mechanisms helped to foster these 

nationalistic ties, including institutionalized educational programs and public 

administrations, all in hopes to achieve a national unity. The state, then, became this 

political entity that was equated with a national culture. A dominant view came to exist 

where each nation-state was intrinsically tied to a single specific culture.33  

As the nation-state came to represent the cultural unity of a particular region, 

culture itself was turned into a tool for political manipulation. In other words, the 

individual began to identify himself with a particular culture, and this identity was 

protected by the state.34  Thus, the nation-state represented the organization of a 

membership group, and to receive the benefits from this group (i.e. equal rights and 

redistributive social policies), the individual not only had to be a member to the same 

organization, but also be similar to all others inside as well. Equality, then, became 

linked with culture in a way to signify intrinsic belonging and identity. This implies a 

separation—the price of citizenship is that not everyone can be a part of the 

organization.  

Immigration and Far Right Party Support  

Identity is a constant process of distinction, whether consciously or subconsciously, 

between an “us” and a “them”, between a self and the other. This is a subconscious 

                                            
33 Steven  Dijkstra, Karin Geuijen and Arie de Ruijter, “Multiculturalism and Social Integration in 
Europe,” International Political Science Review 22:1 (2001): 56. 
34 Dijkstra et al, “Multiculturalism and Social Integration,” 57.  
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ranking process that assigns social meaning, communication, and action.35  

Advancement of globalization and the heterogeneity of cultural trends may compel 

many to revert back to what they perceive as their original identity. Globalization 

allows for conditions of fragmentation, then, between cultures.36This constant 

reassertion of identity in relation to culture, coupled with the negative effects of 

globalization on the labor market and trends in immigration and migration, bolsters 

support for far right parties.   

Furthermore, there seems to be a native population perception throughout much of 

Europe that immigrants increase job insecurity as well as obtain the same benefits 

without citizenship or culture homogeneity. These immigrants, in effect, are seen as 

“stealing” native jobs as well as social welfare benefits. This perception prompts what 

Jef Huysmans (2000) terms “welfare chauvinism,” or the redistribution of social goods 

in favor of national citizens, as called for by the British National Party.37 For those that 

abide by welfare chauvinism, immigrants and migrants become more than competitors 

for social goods, but rather are seen as the “illegitimate recipients or claimants of 

socioeconomic rights.”38  Even more disturbing to these chauvinists, the offering of 

welfare provisions serves to attract more migrants to the EU. As the welfare states of 

Europe increasingly struggle to maintain their socioeconomic benefits, these migrants 

represent an alarming threat to the entire system in the eyes of the public that rely on 

the benefits. The continuance of socioeconomic rights are being securitized, and seen 

as directly threatened by an influx of migrants.39 Thus, welfare chauvinism is 

                                            
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid, pp. 58. 
37 Jef Huysmans, “The European Union and the Securitization of Migration,” Journal of Common 
Market Studies 38:5 (2000): 767. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid, pp. 769. 
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portrayed not only as a struggle for the economic rights of the member state nationals, 

but as a political fight where immigrants and foreigners are used as the “scapegoat” 

for the declining ability of the state to provide these accustomed rights and services.40 

Studies show that immigrants do indeed have a tendency in some states to utilize the 

benefits and programs supplied by the welfare state more so than the native 

population, particularly in Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium, France, Austria, and 

Finland.41 This additional segment of social spending for immigrants places a greater 

burden on the fiscal budget of the state, thereby stretching its limitations.42 These six 

states also have far right parties that boast large percentages (over 10% of the national 

vote during the last decade) within the national legislature (please appendix table).  

Questions surrounding the costs and benefits of increased migration on the 

economy and labor structure of the host state have frequently been raised in previous 

studies. Fears persist in the view that immigration may place a greater strain on the 

resident population in terms of employment opportunities and wage levels. This, in 

turn, prompts opposition to more liberal immigration policies.43 Indeed, in a study 

conducted by Dustmann, Glitz, and Frattini (2008), over 40% of low-skilled workers 

within the UK view immigration as detrimental to wages.44  Studies show that this 

impact of immigration on wages is not evenly distributed; with immigrants competing 

predominantly with native workers for low-skilled jobs, thus lowering the wage rate in 

this sector considerably.45 

                                            
40 Ibid. 
41 Alan Barrett and Yvonne McCarthy, “Immigrants and Welfare Programs,” Oxford Review of 
Economic Policy 24:3 (2008): 557. 
42 Ibid, pp. 558. 
43Christian Dustmann, Albrecht Glitz and Tommaso Frattini, “The Labour Market Impact of 
Immigration,” Oxford Review of Economic Policy 24:3 (2008): 477. 
44 Dustmann, Glitz and Frattini, “The Labour Market Impact of Immigration,” 477. 
45 Ibid, pp. 478. 
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Overall, Dustmann, Glitz, and Frattini’s empirical evidence suggests that actual 

wage fluctuation as caused by increased immigration, while positive for high-skilled 

workers, is negative by exactly the same amount for low-skilled workers, evening out 

the effects. Also, the percentage of natives who negatively associate immigration with 

an increase in unemployment and decrease in wage levels intensifies at lower 

education levels. So, while only 20% of high skilled workers fear immigration for wage 

repercussions, 40% of low-skilled workers feel as much.46 This class, the lower-skilled 

workers, predominantly represents the majority voter base of far right parties. 

European countries also raise concerns that the slackening of border restrictions (i.e. 

the Schengen Agreement) has resulted in immigrant “country shopping,”47 where 

migrants move from state to state on short term employment, seeking out the most 

generous welfare policies and labor market conditions. This further hinders labor 

market stability, as firms have a broader labor pool from which to choose.48   

Fracturing of the Class 

Finally, political backlash towards immigrants occurs as politicians seek to gain 

popularity and support by further promoting an “us vs. them” campaign, instigating a 

fear of immigration in relation to instability in the labor market. The globalization of 

the markets and of politics heightens the compressions of time and space, creating 

global events that are increasingly localized. Foreign affairs are becoming more 

domestic, as immigrants have the ability (from communication innovation) to continue 

ties with their native and cultural roots.49 As the percentage of foreigners and 

                                            
46 Ibid, pp. 477. 
47 Christina Boswell, “Migration in Europe,” Paper prepared for Global Commission on 
International Migration (2005): 13. 
48 Ibid, pp. 13. 
49 Catarina Kinnvall, “Globalization and Religious Nationalism,” Political Psychology 25:5 (2004): 
742. 
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immigrants increases within the general population, natives seek a renewed sense of 

local identities in the face of rising fears of losing work status and other social 

benefits.50 As a reaction to this fear, people mobilize, in many circumstances in 

support of a far right party, to reaffirm their identity when they perceive a threat.51 

These recurrent frictions between identity groups, based on the diverging 

culture of immigrants versus natives, further deepen the fissure and bolsters support 

for far right parties (Swank and Betz). Throughout the past two decades, far right 

political parties have seen their electoral support strengthen substantially, approaching 

and far exceeding 10% of the electoral vote in many industrialized European 

countries.52 This surge in support has coincided with the increase in international 

market integration and capital mobility, specifically labor mobility and immigration.53 

Additionally, far right parties that have traditionally gained little support have steady 

increased in popularity in recent years. For example, the British National Party, founded 

in 1982, garnered its greatest electoral success at the local level throughout the 1990s, 

as well as two seats towards the European Parliament in 2009.54 Scholars have 

suggested that the rise in popularity of far right parties is supported by those most 

likely to lose from the effects of globalization.55 Namely, low-skilled workers who fear 

deterioration in their socioeconomic well-being comprise the majority of the voter 

base for far right parties.56 

Far right parties in general propagate an ideology of renewed national identity, 

where immigration is abhorrently opposed, based on the idea that the cultural identity 
                                            
50Kinnvall, “Globalization and Religious Nationalism,” 742. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Betz and Swank, “Right-Wing Populism,” 216. 
53 Ibid. 
54 David Boothroyd, “Politico's Guide to the History of British Political Parties,” Politico’s (2001). 
55 Ibid. 
56 Betz and Swank, “Right-Wing Populism,” 219. 
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rights of indigenous citizens within the state need to be protected.57 Putting this into 

context, Swank and Betz (2002) propose an interesting model, positing that a more 

encompassing welfare state (meaning high levels of public expenditure in the form of 

social programs) stifles the electoral success of far right parties.58 To take these 

results into context of immigration, then, as the recent (post-2008) decline in social 

policy spending and austerity measures continue in attempts to alleviate the debt crisis 

in Europe, the support should increase for far right parties. As the native low-skilled 

workers perceive their socio-economic insecurities rising, they will tend to support the 

anti-immigration policies on the far right. Swank and Betz (2002) find a relationship 

whereby the effects of globalization on the resources (jobs and benefits) of the low-

skilled workers, does not in itself bolster the support of far right parties.  The increase 

of immigrants coupled with rising insecurities within this class; however, do bolster 

that support.59  One further point to address in terms of labor market insecurities and 

increased support for far right parties includes recent perceptions and fear of terrorism. 

Namely, are Europeans reacting to fears of terrorism by supporting far right party 

rhetoric? While there may be some increased support from the recent focus of 

terrorism, the data below highlights a robust linear relationship between 

unemployment and party support. Likewise, highest party support surfaced prior to 

2001 and the subsequent US-led War on Terror. 

Predictably, then, as more politicians and parties lean towards the right to 

garner the electoral support of the low-skilled workers, they will utilize more anti-

immigration rhetoric.  Already, this discriminatory language creates a greater friction 

between the host society and those seen as the “others,” or immigrants and those of 

                                            
57 Ibid, pp.223. 
58 Betz and Swank, “Right-Wing Populism,” 225. 
59 Ibid, pp. 239. 
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foreign descent. The securitization of immigration in recent years is a representative 

example of “othering” in European states. While traditionally security has been defined 

as a threat to the boundaries of the state, today it has shifted into an ideological realm, 

focusing more on the societal and cultural homogenization of the state.60 These new 

threats come in the form of identity claims by minorities, religious difference, and 

changing demographics from migration and immigration.61 States have recently begun 

coupling this perceived new security threat with that of drug and human trafficking, 

crime, unemployment, and uncertainty. Even the language used in media invokes 

terms with a very negative connotation, such as a “flood”, “invasion” and “intrusion” of 

immigrants.62 By depicting migration and immigration as a security threat, an 

exclusion of migrants results, portraying them as an impediment to the continuance of 

a social identity. As mentioned above, new legislation that went into effect in France in 

April of 2011 forbids women to wear a full-faced veil in public.  Jean-François Copé, 

the parliamentary leader of President Nicolas Sarkozy’s party, supports this latest law, 

defending it on the “grounds of public security and as an important assertion of French 

identity and values.”63 Likewise, Mr. Sarkozy is quoted in  April 2011 as saying, “The 

burqa is not welcome in France because it is contrary to our values and contrary to the 

ideals we have of a woman’s dignity.”64 When the law was approved last year, there 

was only one dissenting vote, made in the lower house of Parliament.  

                                            
60 Ayhan Kaya, "Age of Securitization: Challenging Multiculturalist and Republicanist Policies of  
Integration," Migration Education (2011):1. 
61 Ibid. 
62 Ibid. 
63 Steve Erlanger, “France Enforces Ban on Full-Face Veils in Public,” The New York Times, April 
11, 2011, accessed April 11, 2011, http://www.euractiv.com/en/enlargement/future-europe-
islamophobia/article-145688.  
64 Ibid. 
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Flows of immigration and migration, first as a result of reconstruction following 

World War II and later as political asylum, family reunification, and colonial ties, have 

decreased homogeneity within European states. During the same time period, a 

gradual rise of unemployment stemming from a push towards neoliberal policies has 

coincided with increasing support for far right parties since their general inception 

throughout the 1980s. The political rhetoric of far right parties, meant to amass 

political support, espouses the “othering” of the foreigner in response to labor market 

insecurities, with the by-product consequence of fracturing the low-skilled working 

class. Globalization, which limits the ability of the state to provide protective programs, 

especially in times of recession,  furthers this divide as the entire political spectrum 

shifts to the right to gain greater electoral  

    Appendix and Data 

 

Far Right Party Growth (selected years and proportional to population) 

Normalized data 1983 1991 1998 2001 2004 2009 

Austria  378095.5 1403635.3 191445.4 1125921.0 857791.3 1505347.2 

Belgium 118266.2 770345.7 1122331.1 1275534.7 1417275.0 1619473.5 

Denmark      392296.5 642609.8 696751.8 783760.6 

Finland      41323.8 67444.1 115019.8 613970.5 

France  2397670.0 6438242.8 8175689.2 7196625.0 5283887.6 2943912.2 

Italy  56564.1 3973096.4 4154192.0 2222111.6 2443363.0 3491176.6 

Netherlands          1022193.9 1818342.9 

Norway  161008.9 417650.3 669151.2 659007.1 918381.8 1105778.3 

Sweden    8617.4 35403.9 106751.6 188864.2 474249.0 
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Normalized Average 2.3 9.0 9.9 8.4 7.3 7.8 

 
 

 

 

Unemployment Trend Data: % (selected countries) 

Unemployment Data 1976 1983 1991 1998 2001 2004 2009 

Austria  1.4 3.1 3.6 4.3 3.7 5 4.4 

Belgium  5.8 11.2 8.4 9.2 6.8 8 7.8 

Denmark  4.1 7 8.1 5.3 4.4 4.7 5.7 

Finland  4.1 5.1 9.9 12.2 9.4 8.3 7.7 

France  4.3 8.9 10.5 11.9 8.9 8.6 8.6 

Germany  2.9 6.1 5.6 7.1 6.4 9.5 7.5 

Italy  4.5 6.7 8.1 9.9 8.4 7.5 7.7 

Netherlands  4.7 10 7.2 4.7 2.6 4.2 3.7 

Norway  1.8 2.4 5.2 3.9 3.6 3.9 3.1 

Portugal  5.5 7.8 5.4 5.9 4.1 7.2 9.3 

Sweden  1.6 2.3 5.1 8.7 5.3 10 7.7 

Switzerland  0.8 1.8 2.8 3.7 2.6 3.9 4 

UK  4.8 10.5 8.8 6.9 5.2 5 7 

        

Normal Average 4.15 7.45 8.47 9.76 7.35 7.46 7.32 

Average 3.56 6.38 6.82 7.21 5.49 6.60 6.48 

Max 5.80 11.20 10.50 12.20 9.40 10.00 9.30 

Min 0.80 1.80 2.80 3.70 2.60 3.90 3.10 
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Raw Data 

Unemployment Rates Standardized 
Rates (%)       
          
Countries Years*                 

  1960-4 1965-72 1973-9 
1980
-7 

1988-
95 

1996-
9 

2000-
1 

2002-
7 

2008-
10 

Austria 1.6 1.4 1.4 3.1 3.6 4.3 3.7 5 4.4 
Belgium 2.3 2.3 5.8 11.2 8.4 9.2 6.8 8 7.8 
Denmark 2.2 1.7 4.1 7 8.1 5.3 4.4 4.7 5.7 
Finland 1.4 2.4 4.1 5.1 9.9 12.2 9.4 8.3 7.7 
France 1.5 2.3 4.3 8.9 10.5 11.9 8.9 8.6 8.6 
Germany 0.8 0.8 2.9 6.1 5.6 7.1 6.4 9.5 7.5 
Italy 3.5 4.2 4.5 6.7 8.1 9.9 8.4 7.5 7.7 
Netherlands 0.9 1.7 4.7 10 7.2 4.7 2.6 4.2 3.7 
Norway 2.2 1.7 1.8 2.4 5.2 3.9 3.6 3.9 3.1 
Portugal 2.3 2.5 5.5 7.8 5.4 5.9 4.1 7.2 9.3 
Spain 2.4 2.7 4.9 17.6 19.6 15.8 13.5 9.9 16.5 
Sweden 1.2 1.6 1.6 2.3 5.1 8.7 5.3 10 7.7 
Switzerland 0.2 0 0.8 1.8 2.8 3.7 2.6 3.9 4 
UK 2.6 3.1 4.8 10.5 8.8 6.9 5.2 5 7 
          
*Yearly unemployment rates are averaged for 
the range 

1960-4 
Average 

2008-10 
Average  

     1.5  7.2   
 

 

 

Notes: These numbers correspond to the OECD standardized rates, with the exception 
of Italy, where I use the US Bureau of Labor Statistics’ unemployment rates. For early 
years, (mainly prior to 1978) I use the data reported in Nickell, et al (2005) Table 1. For 
later years, I use the OECD Stat Extracts from the OECD iLibrary.  
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OECD Population*          
          
  1962 1969 1976 1983 1991 1998 2001 2004 2009 
Austria  7129864 7441055 7565525 7561910 7754891 797689 8042293 8169441 8363040 
Belgium 9220577 9646032 9818227 9855520 10004490 10203010 10286570 10421140 10796490 
Denmark 4611687 4891860 5072597 5114297 5154298 5301304 5355082 5401177 5519441 
Finland 4461007 4623785 4725665 4855786 5013737 5165470 5188005 5228173 5338874 
France 46162830 50317980 52908680 54492500 56975600 58397780 59476240 60734340 62636430 
Germany 73377630 77909680 78336950 78128280 80013900 82047190 82349930 82516260 81902300 
Netherlands 11486630 12877980 13774040 14367070 15069800 15070210 16046180 16225300 16530390 
Norway 3581241 3847710 4026151 4128434 4261738 4431465 4513747 4591909 4828726 
Sweden 7519998 7967732 8251653 8329025 8617376 8850975 8895963 8993533 9299000 
          
* All data taken from http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx, OECD iLibrary; accessed December 2011   
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